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Centre for Co-Created Ageing Research

- Equity-focused, co-created ageing research
- We co-create with older people themselves.
- Research is based on needs and concerns they identify in their daily lives.
- Results bring real-world change for and with older people
Aged Care Consortium

- Collective to improve the quality of life and equity of service for older adults with care needs
- Support aged care facilities and community service providers to innovate and implement evidence-based improvements
Agenda

• Carolyn Cooper, Aged Care Commissioner
• Rangimahora Reddy, CEO, Rauawaawa Kaumatua Charitable Trust
• Sara McCunnie, Senior Architect, Ryman Healthcare
• Ngaire Kerse and Jo Hikaka, Priorities Workshop
Listening to Aotearoa’s Older People

Carolyn Cooper
Social Enterprise cookie cutters, aged care conversations through the life course
Designing in response to the Vision for the Way of Life

Sara McCunnie
Priority Themes

- Sustainable, quality models of care for all ageing scenarios, especially ageing in place
- Understanding and reducing inequities (including geographic)
- Coping with growing ageing population
- Ageing is not a clinical process
- Confidence, social activity and exercise
- Workforce – shortages, training and conditions
1. From the priorities shared by Ngaire and Jo, which is number one for your group?

2. How can the Consortium drive up quality and equity of care? How should it operate in the sector?

3. How do you want to be involved and contribute?
Feedback
Closing remarks
Save the dates

- 14 March 2024, 4th interRAI Knowledge Exchange Forum
- 15 March 2024, 2nd Aged Care Consortium Meeting
- Wellington or online
Ngā mihi nui

• Please continue your conversations over afternoon tea
Our research targets all aspects of human flourishing
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